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Introduction
One of the most often documented cases of median nerve 
compression is carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), a prevalent 
medical ailment. When the median nerve is pinched or 
compressed as it passes through the wrist, CTS results. Pain, 
numbness, and tingling in the median nerve's distribution in 
the hand are symptoms of the condition. Obesity, repetitive 
wrist motion, pregnancy, genetic predisposition, and 
rheumatoid inflammation are risk factors for CTS. Medical 
evaluations and electrophysiological tests are used to make the 
diagnosis of CTS, albeit idiopathic CTS is the most common 
one for people exhibiting these symptoms. Mechanical injury, 
elevated pressure, and ischemia damage to the median nerve 
inside the carpal tunnel all play a role in the pathogenesis 
of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). The appropriate medical 
practitioner must create a case history linked to the distinctive 
symptoms of CTS in order to diagnose individuals with 
CTS. The doctor may also inquire about the regions of the 
arm that are experiencing the symptoms, whether the patient 
uses vibratory objects for their jobs, and whether the patient 
may already be at risk for CTS. It is crucial to keep in mind 
that other disorders may present symptoms that are similar 
to those of CTS during diagnosis, necessitating a thorough 
examination to confirm the patients' health. While treating 
CTS, doctors employ both non-surgical and surgical methods. 
The employment of alternate non-vibrating devices at work is 
one non-surgical therapy option, along with drugs, wrist splinting, 
and changing working positions. On the other hand, surgical 
techniques include endoscopic and open releases. An overview 
of CTS with a focus on anatomy, epidemiology, risk factors, 
pathophysiology, and phases of CTS, diagnosis, and treatment 
options has been presented by this review of the literature [1].

The symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), a prevalent 
medical ailment, include pain, numbness, and tingling in the 
affected person's hand and arm. When the median nerve is 
pinched or compressed as it passes through the wrist, CTS 
results. Obesity, repetitive wrist motion, pregnancy, genetic 
predisposition, and rheumatoid inflammation are risk factors 
for CTS. Patients with CTS may have different symptoms. As 
a result, they are divided into three categories: mild, moderate, 
and severe. Pain, numbness, and tingling in the median nerve's 
distribution in the hand are symptoms of the condition. The 
thumb, index finger, middle finger, and radial side of the 
ring finger may all experience these symptoms. Reduced 
grip strength and hand function might be the outcome of the 

uncomfortable sensations. The muscles at the base of the 
thumb may begin to deteriorate if CTS persists for a protracted 
period of time. CTS are thought to affect between 4% and 
5% of people globally, with senior persons between the ages 
of 40 and 60 being the demographic most at risk. CTS are 
more likely to develop in women between the ages of 45 and 
54 than in males between the ages of 75 and 84, according 
to more regular reviews of the disease's incidence [4]. CTS 
are a widespread issue across manual labour since it is a 
musculoskeletal condition brought on by strain and repetitive 
motion in the affected persons. As a result, CTS may also be 
linked to more sick days from work and greater healthcare 
risks. The anatomy, epidemiology, risk factors, pathogenesis, 
phases, diagnosis, and treatment options of CTS [2].

Because the anatomy varies, the symptoms of CTS might also 
differ. For example, a bifid median nerve arising from the 
high division of the nerves' anatomical variations is reported 
in 1% to 3.3% of instances. This is related to the third finger's 
superficial flexor having an extra division or the median 
artery's tenacity. The motor branch of the median nerve 
has yet another variety. There are five different beginning 
positions and thinner division pathways in this variant. The 
extra ligamentous form accounts for 46% of occurrences of 
variation, followed by the sub ligamentous form (31%), and 
the Trans ligamentous form 23% of the cases. On the radial, 
anterior, or central portions of the median nerve, there may be 
nerve bundles destined for the thinner branch. In other cases, 
the thenar branch enters the thinner muscles after passing via 
a tunnel. These variations highlight the inconsistent motor 
impact that can occur when the median nerve is severely 
compressed. The palmar cutaneous branch of the median 
nerve has another variation. The transverse carpal ligament's 
(TCL) circular modifications and the migration of the capitates 
bone's distal end are to blame for this. The lunate bone is forced into 
the interior portion of the tunnel by extreme extension, constricting 
the route. The TCL, which ranges in thickness from 2 to 4 mm, has 
an average width of 25 mm, and its length is 31 mm. It is the dense, 
small, and wide important component of the flexor retinaculum 
(FR). It is a thick band that develops from tangled strands of fibrous 
connective fibers. Moreover, it extends from the distal section of the 
third metacarpal base to the distal portion of the radius [3]. 

The most often reported cause of median nerve compression 
is the prevalent medical ailment known as CTS. The median 
nerve is crushed or pinched as it passes through the wrist, 
which causes CTS. Pain in the hand, numbness, and tingling 
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in the median nerve's distribution are the syndrome's defining 
symptoms. An overview of CTS has been provided by this 
review of the literature, with particular attention paid to 
anatomy, epidemiology, risk factors, pathophysiology, and 
phases of CTS, diagnosis, and treatment options [4].
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